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“Yeowon Media, a good friend 
who knows our children’s minds”

Since being first established in 1992, Yeowon Media has been publishing picture books with our con-
stant and sincere consideration of the present and future lives of children.
Through reading Yeowon Media’s picture books, readers are able to learn good social skills and basic
common sense. These being the necessary tools to achieving Yeowon Media’s aspiration, for childen
to realize and develop a love for nature, people and living in harmony with one another.
With this passion, Yeowon Media continues to plan and create children’s books that will hopefully
inspire great dreams for a better and brighter future in children.
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When one door shuts in front of us 
soon another door opens.

However, if we do not see that 
open door we may end up staring

foolishly at the closed one.

Raise your heads now and look at 
all those opened doors

beckoning to us.

Then walk firmly step-by-step 
toward them.

Hope and adventure open
the way into a strong future.
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┃Children and Economy┃

Why do children need to
hear stories about the economy?

The economy is a system that was formed by people seeking a happier life. However, if we
look around us today, the economy has become the goal of one’s life. The true meaning of
the word has disappeared, replaced by the notion that monetary profit is the best value of life, or
that no economy is a social evil. Whether we realize it or not, many times throughout the day,
we wonder ‘Is this really economical?’If we determine that something is not economical we
think‘It’s worthless, a waste of time. It’s unreasonable.’We even base the worth of nature and
humans on whether or not it is proven to be economical. 

Is this, however, the right way to view the world? If it is correct, why are more and more

people feeling isolated, distressed and in despair? If happiness should grow at the speed of
material development, why does crime increase every day? Why is there a big difference
between the rich and poor? Why do affluent countries wage war against developing nations?
Why does a child die of hunger every five seconds, adding up to 10,000 deaths every day? 

Before young ones can even begin to think about this problem, this faulty economic system is
already influencing their lives. Mediums such as television and the Internet guarantee the
children’s future, loudly promoting that in order to be richer than others, to be ahead of others,
they need to know the economy. These mediums flame the endless fire of greed telling children
to‘become rich’. Should children be given books with titles such as ‘How to become rich by
age nine’or‘The kid who became a millionaire’? It is with this point that <Tan Tan Global
Kids Economy Village> begins.
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What is more important 
than the economy?

┃Values, Ethics, and Economy┃

There is probably no way to change today’s basic economic system. Most like-
ly we will become part of a society where the economy plays an important role
in our lives. The one thing we can do, however, is instill new values
regarding the economy such as questioning whether something that is said to
be economical is really, actually economical, then changing the view children
have. Or to overturn the view that what is economical is not ultimately‘good’.
Economists call this type of economical values‘meta-economics’an‘ecologi-
cal economics’etc.

Economy is‘action’; it is‘choice’. Until now education of economy has only
kindly revealed to children ways to take action. <Tan Tan Global Kids
Economy Village> wants to help children understand why and think
about what their actions are for. In this way children can make the right and
more responsible decision. It is hoped that children with proper economy val-
ues and economical ethics will grow into adult citizens of society that will
restore the essence of economy and, thereby, contribute to the happiness of all.
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┃The Philosophy of Tan Tan Global Kids Economy Village ┃

Economy stories filled with philosophy Economy stories embracing culture

Economy is, in effect, a story of how to live. Tan Tan Global Kids Economy Village wants to
share stories that show ‘What is really important as we live our lives?’This means that the
stories should be general, applying to anyone living in any era, in any form, and for all people.
Therefore we have chosen‘culture’and‘history’as the structure for our economy stories.

Reading about the first coin through Laos, who lived in ancient Lydia, learning about unifica-
tion from Jan and Maxim from Germany, about savings through Constantine from Austria,
hearing about the rain forest from Nicole from Australia etc. These economy stories from Tan
Tan Global Kids Economy Village are not only for young Korean readers but for children all
over the world. Worldwide children can read these stories without feeling cultural borders
and, thereby, becoming a part of the‘economy village’community. 

Each book in Tan Tan Global Kids Economy Village unfolds into interesting and varied stories
related to the economy. In these stories the main characters as well as the other characters show
proper and future-forward economical philosophy through their attitude and actions. The basis
for the economical philosophy for Tan Tan Global Kids Economy Village is according to
German economist E. F. Schumacher’s assertions.

(1) Choosing for eternity Until now people, for the sake of economy, as well as under the illusion of development,

have made policies and technology that destroy nature and discard the worthiness of human life. If this continues, in

the near future, our planet will be destroyed, humanity will continue to become distorted, and ultimately, humans will

become a threat to one another. Our choices must be non-violent, pure, ethical, gentle, beautiful, and unassuming.

Tan Tan Global Kids Economy Village talks about how to make proper economical choices for both humans and

nature.

(2) Wisdom in small things Humans are only truly happy when they have control over their own lives. However,

with today’s immense economical growth, people have fallen and become merely spare parts. In place of an economy

that is big, complex, and we have to pay a high price for, we need a small, simple economy that conserves. Tan Tan

Global Kids Economy Village will show children a ‘small economy’in which the happiness of humans and delightful

environment can exist together. The miracle of small economy and beautiful emotions will give children wisdom of life. 

(3) Strength for action One action is far more precious than hundreds of theories or thousands of statements. Tan

Tan Global Kids Economy Village presents economical philosophy that children can immediately put into practice. Any

young one can learn to save, help the family’s finances, recycle used cards, take an interest in the rain forest, etc.

Action equals change!

*

Ernst Friedrich Schumacher was known as a progressive economist and environmental activist. He was born in Germany but studied econom-
ics at New College, Oxford University in England. His main works are <A Guide for the Perplexed>, <The Source of Economic Growth> etc. In 1973 his
book <Small if Beautiful> became a bestseller in the economy sector and is still widely read today. The New York Times has selected Schumacher’s
book on the economy as one of the 100 most influential books.

*
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There are five main subjects in Tan Tan Global Kids Economy Village with fifty-five different
economical knowledge contained in them. 

(1) The First Human Economy Story (8 books) Going way back in time, this story takes a look at first

scenes of human economy activities; industrial revolution, the first bank, the first agricultural industry, the first coin, the

first trading, the first business, the first printing device, Korea’s trades.

(2) Economy Stories That Bring Happiness (18 books) Becoming familiar with several basic economical

knowledge through small and ideal economy activities; home economics, service industry, labor, trading goods, distri-

bution, agriculture, fishing industry, handicraft industry, market, using land, farming, mining, tourist industry, saving,

being self-sufficient, methods of payment, pricing, Internet economics.

(3) Stories about Different Kinds of Economic Problems (7 books) At times a flawed economic system

can cause much unhappiness in our lives. This book looks into times of dark shadows; hunger, economic system,

inequality, war, unemployment, the Great Depression, human neglect.

(4) Economy Stories about Realizing Human Value (15 books) These stories reflect on ways in which

the economy can contribute to the realization of human happiness and value; united economy, the value of money,

alternative economics, cooperation, social welfare, local autonomy, sharing 1, sharing 2, sharing 3, development and

preservation, consumer ethics, work ethics, production ethics, management ethics, education.

(5) Economy Stories on How to Save Our Earth (7 books) Learning about environmental economics

activities that can save our precious planet; conserving water, land preservation, air pollution, eco-friendly city, animal

protection, preservation forests, recycling.

Diverse knowledge on the economy from 
the past, present, and future

Artists from around the world
participating in

‘An International Cultural Project’

┃The Characteristics of Tan Tan Global Kids Economy Village ┃

Tan Tan Global Kids Economy Village is an unprecedented large scale international
picture book project. In addition to about 20 local writers, 52 top artists from 18 coun-
tries such as France, Italy, Netherlands, USA, Spain, and Japan, have come together
during the past three years to complete this masterpiece picture book for our time. 

The artists of Tan Tan Global Kids Economy Village

Elsa Huet(France), Aljoscha Blau(Russia), Anna Godeassi(Italy), Christiane Grauert(USA), Lucia
Sforza(Italy), Gabi Swiatkowska(Poland), Anna Ladecka(Poland), Durga Bernhard(USA), Shadra
Strickland(USA), Svjetlan Junakovic(Croatia), Ji-hyun Jeong(Korea), Sally Rippin(Australia), Irene
Klar(Canada), Daniel Minter(USA), Christopher Corr(UK), Petr Horacek(UK), Catherine
Stock(France), Anna Balbusso(Italy), Elena Balbusso(Italy), Bimba Landmann(Italy), Kelly
Dupre(USA), Sandra Poirotte(France), Kristina Lipka(Poland), Sanna Stanley(USA), Mari
Takabayashi(Japan), Brian Karas(USA), Stephane Girel(France), Laura Orsolini(Italy), Giselle
Potter(USA), Miguel Tanco(Spain), Gabriel Pacheco(Mexico), Dorina Tessmann(Germany), Rashin
Kheirieh(Iran), Aurelia Frongty(France), Kristina Swarner(USA), Ali Boozari(Iran), Sung-bin
Noh(Korea), David Lupton(UK), Tan Jun(China), Heather Powers(USA), Hyo-Jin Kim(Korea),
Staffan Gnosspelius(Sweden), Hanneke Nabers(Netherlands), Erika Cotteleer(Denmark), Il
Yoon(Korea), Goo Huh(Korea), Kang Lee(Korea), Soo-ji Kang(Korea), Simom Kroug(Swiss).
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The Global Kids Economy Village Guide,
‘Economy and Culture’

Step 1. 
‘Story Reading’for the sake of enjoyment 

Each book of Tan Tan Global Kids Economy Village invites children to a new culture and different environment in
which they can not only have fun but also be moved. Through this experience the idea of reading can become exciting
and pleasurable in the minds of children. Therefore, regardless of the economical knowledge to be learned, allow chil-
dren to read for pleasure.

Expanding understanding by ‘Tip Reading’
When reading the story for the second time, use the ‘economy tip’for reference. As children have a better under-
standing of each economical background, this will help to make their reading more enjoyable. 

After reading, discuss ‘Economy and Culture’
The more background knowledge readers have the more they will enjoy the story and discern the connections they
have with their elementary school books. With the guide that is provided, explain the points of economy and culture.

Read the stories like this
┃Guidelines for Effective Reading┃

Step 2. 

Step 3. 

┃Guidelines for Effective Reading┃

The main characters in each story introduce the
contents by speaking directly to the reader. 

Learn about the background of the country in which
the story takes place through the study of maps,
national flags, economic situations, and cultural traits.

This part presents the theme of economy that has been applied to
the story. This helps readers to identify the relation between the
information learnt at their elementary school and the story book.

Readers learn about the hidden economy sub-
ject in the story and how it relates to deeper
economical knowledge using distinct photos.

Children express how they feel about the econ-
omy and in hand they are encouraged to seek
ways to apply their ideas.



■The First Human Economy Story (08 Books)

■Economy Stories That Bring Happiness (18 Books)

■Stories About Different Economic Problems (07 Books)

■Economy Stories About Realizing Human Value (15 Books)

■Economy Stories on How to Save Our Earth (07 Books)

Tan Tan Global Kids 
Economy Village Organization
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1. Leather Shoe Charlie 
(England / Industrial revolution)
Text : K. H. Kim  Illustration : A. & E. Balbusso

During the industrial revolution, in a rural village,
Charlie lives with his family and grandfather who
makes leather shoes. The family goes to
Manchester to find work. Daily life in a factory
gets harder and Charlie’s mother becomes sick.
However, Charlie does not lose hope. Charlie’s
family shows the light as well as the darkness of
the industrial revolution.

3. Wally’s Story
(India / The first agricultural industry)
Text : H. E. Shin  Illustration : H. J. Shin

Early humans began an agricultural society on the
banks of the Indus River. Following that the story
shows how production activities and various eco-
nomical activities began and progressed through
poetic texts and illustrations that express traditional
Indian artistic styles. 

2. Mustache Grandpa’s Desk
(Italy / The first bank)
Text : E. J. Cho  Illustration : B. Landmann

The day of the Palio Festival in Siena. Enzo leaves
a hard woodpecker toy that his father bought him
with Mustache Grandpa. Mustache Grandpa puts
the woodpecker into a small desk ‘banco’. Then he
gives Enzo a piece of paper he will need to get his
toy back. But the Enzo goes and loses that slip of
paper…This story shows the origin of the bank
through the first of its kind, a small desk, banco. 

The First Human 
Economy Story┃ ┃

4. The Lion, King and Coin
(Turkey / The first coin)
Text : R. J. Kim  Illustration : L. Sforza

The kingdom of Lydia, in Sardis, Turkey. This
story is about the people who lived in
Lydia and how the world’s first coin
called the ‘electrum coin’ came to
be. It discusses why the coin was
needed, what it looked like, how it
was used, and where it was made. 
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5. Song of Wind and Waves
(Syria / The first trading)
Text : C. Kim  Illustration : G. Pacheco

Ancient Phoenicia where trade was booming, the
merchants sold and bought many different items
with neighboring nations, and making profits from
their trade. This story shows what trading is and
what values it has.

6. Father’s Road
(China / First business)
Text : J. Y. Jang  Illustration : Tan Jun

The ‘Silk Road’ was not only a road where items
came and went. It was also an exchange of culture
and civilization, as well as a place where people
interchanged trust and friendship. This exciting
story tells about the business trades between
Chinese and Arabian merchants.

7. The Korean Jikji
(Korea / The first printing device)
Text : H. E. Shin  Illustration : Goo Huh

‘Jikji Shimkyung’ written in the later part of the
Koryo Dynasty, is the world’s first book to be
printed by a movable metal. It is one of our pre-
cious cultural heritages. This story about ‘Jikji
Shimkyung’ gets the reader to think about the rela-
tionship between books and the economy.

8. Ocean’s Dream
(Korea / Korean trades)
Text : C. Kim  Illustration : S. B. Noh

Cheonghaejin, founded by Chang Bogo during the
Shilla Dynasty, was the base of marine trades
between Korea, China, and Japan. Through the
eyes of a boy named Hyeryung, readers learn
about what Cheonghaejin looked like and the
meaning of trade.

The First Human 
Economy Story┃ ┃
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9. Nina the Black Cow
(Bulgaria / Home economics)
Text : H. H. Kim  Illustration : S. Junakovic

Elena is devastated when she loses Nina, a black cow.
Grandfather says he will buy Elena a new calf with the
money he makes selling yogurt but Elena is reluctant to
open her heart. This story tells about a simple Bulgarian
family and the traditions of making yogurt in order to sus-
tain the family’s economy. 

10. The Dancing Shoe Polish Boy
(Dominican Republic / Service industry)
Text : H. D. Lee  Illustration : S. Strickland

Toto is a poor shoe polishing boy who is ashamed
of what he does. Then, one day, he meets Miguel,
a meringue dancer, and through Miguel learns to
find pride and satisfaction in his shoe polishing
work. Now Toto is ready to reach high for his
dreams for the future.

11. My Grandfather
(Chile / Labor)
Text : Y. K. Lee  Illustration : D. Bernhard

Grandfather, who has spent his life cultivating
grapes and making wine, is telling his life story to
his granddaughter Lucia. Each day was filled
with hard labor but Grandfather’s weather-beaten
face was full of satisfaction and meaning for the
sake of looking after family as well as producing
the best wine.

Economy Stories 
That Bring Happiness┃ ┃
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12. Red Robe, Blue Shirt
(Kenya / Trading goods)
Text : C. Kim  Illustration : S. Stanley

One day Eunbali, a young boy from the Masai
tribe falls in love with a blue shirt that a jack-of-
all-trades has brought. Penniless, he trades items
and labor work in order to obtain the blue shirt. In
the end, Eunbali gets the blue shirt but through
this ordeal he experiences conflict with his friend.
He also comes to realize for himself that the
Masai tribe red robe is better suited for him, thus,
regaining his sense of identity.

13. Mr. Thamas and Lanki
(Hungary / Distribution)
Text : S. E. Kang  Illustration : C. Grauert

Old Mr. Thamas is a farmer who does not like
gypsies. On his way to Budapest with a truckload
of paprika, Lanki, a gypsy boy sneaks on board,
on his way to meet his mother. Their short jour-
ney is anything but smooth but through it they
overcome generation gaps and send a beautiful
message about friendship while dealing with the
economy subject of distribution.

14. The Boy on the Water Buffalo
(Vietnam / Farming)
Text : S. E. Kang  Illustration : S. Rippin

Hoi, a city boy, follows his dad to the country. He
comes upon Rock, a large water buffalo, and
finds he doesn’t really care for him, even though
Rock is a necessity to Hoi’s family in rice farm-
ing. But one day a flood suddenly hits the village.
Rock rescuss Hoi from the flooded Mekong
River. Hoi lets go of all prejudice he had against
Rock. This story describes Vietnam’s unique
scenery and the process of rice farming.

15. Little Viking
(Norway / Fishing industry)
Text : H. J. Lee  Illustration : K. Lipka-Sztaeballo

Olaos Andre lives in Alesund. One day the entire
city goes up in flames and Olaos loses his fafther
to the fire. Still Olaos and his family do not give
up hope and then stand up again. In order to sus-
tain the family Mother boards a fishing boat,
while Olaos helps his grandfather dry herring.
Through Olaos Andre’s story, a strong descen-
dent of Vikings, readers learn about the fishing
industry.

Economy Stories 
That Bring Happiness┃ ┃
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16. The World’s One and Only Carpet
(Iran / Handicraft industry)
Text : J. A. Seo  Illustration : A. Boozari

Saha and Ali have been friends since they were
young because their mothers wove carpets togeth-
er. As time passed by, they grew up and fell in
love, then wove the world’s most beautiful and
one of a kind carpet. This story reveals the
processes of traditional Iranian handicraft of car-
pet weaving.

17. Water Boat Chai
(Thailand / Market)
Text : E. J. Jo  Illustration : J. H. Jung

Chai is a Thai boy who goes around the water
market in his boat. One day a stray cat appears at
the water market and Chai chases after it on his
boat. However, entering the canal, what Chai
ends up seeing are cute little kittens…This is a
story about the water market where warm affec-
tion is exchanged between items, money, and
people.

18. This Land’s Secret
(Netherlands / Land)
Text : J. A. Seo  Illustration : E.  Huet

A young girl is planting tulips and listening to her
grandmother’s story of the land that used to be an
ocean a long time ago. The story goes back to the
end of the 19th century the once peaceful beach-
side village was swept away by wind and waves.
The villagers, using just their bare hands, rocks,
and tree logs, turned the ocean back into land and
began a new life there. Expect to see beautiful
texts in poetic fashion along with realistic and
fantasy illustrations.

19. Martin’s Day
(Argentina / Farming)
Text : R. J. Kim  Illustration : K. Swarner

Learn about farming through Martin who lives on
a farm in the Pampas. Early morning Martin takes
a calf under his care and heads out to the farm.
However, in a matter of seconds, the calf runs
away and Martin looks all over the vast Pampas
for it. Read about Martin’s day, his intense search
for the calf and finally, with the help of gauchos,
finds it.

Economy Stories 
That Bring Happiness┃ ┃
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20. My Dad the Miner
(South Africa / Mining)
Text : C. Kim  Illustration : S. Poirotte

Tandy’s father is a miner. Learn about mining
through Tandy’s family and friends and see how,
though poor and dangerous, they do not lose hope
but continue to bravely face each day.

21. Conor’s Gift
(New Zealand / Tourism)
Text : Y. S. Kim  Illustration : H. Powers

Conor is a Maori boy living in Rotorua. He meets
an English girl visiting the area and he takes her
around his village. Through the eyes of the girl,
Conor is reminded again of how precious things
he took for granted were. This is a warm story
giving people a ‘beautiful experience’ of tourism. 

22. Thursday’s Child
(Austria / Savings)
Text : S. E. Kang  Illustration : G. Swiatkowska

Constantine wants to fulfill her dead mother’s wish for her to see ‘The Magic
Flute’. So every Thursday she goes to old man Wolfgang’s house to turn over
his music sheets. With the money she makes she promptly saves it in her bank
account. However, Constantine is forced to use all her savings when something
unexpected happens to her father. In the end, she cannot go to see ‘The Magic
Flute’ but Constantine resolves her misunderstanding with her father and once
again is full of hope.

Economy Stories 
That Bring Happiness┃ ┃
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23. We Are the Wind
(Mongolia / Self-sufficiency)
Text : K. H. Kim  Illustration : L. Kang

In the vast alpine regions of Mongolia are
nomads who live simply, according to Buddhist
teachings. They eat the meat of their cattle and
drink its milk, make gear out of leather, use excre-
ment for fuel, and sell fur for as their only means
of a minimal profit. This modern-day story of
people who are self-sufficient shows that with the
simplest form of economic activities human
need’can be met and, in addition, a lacking in
something can result in deeper satisfaction and
happiness.

25. Clothes Made From the Heart
(Greece / Pricing)
Text : J. Y.  Jang  Illustration : S. Junakovic

This is a story about nuns who make and sell
clothes. Some items are priced according to the
principle of supply and demand. However, this
does not necessarily rate the value of that item.
This story will break down the preconception that
expensive things are always good, and items of
value should always be expensive. 

26. Click Square Store
(Korea / Internet economy)
Text : C. Kim  Illustration : I. Yoon

Economical activities do not always take place
between stores and markets, or people face-to-
face with other people. Through the developed
technology of the Internet, today, economical
activities can freely take place within cyber space.
This fun story is about an Internet shopping mall
that sells things just for kids.

24. The Day I Lost My Aunt
(Spain / Paying methods)
Text : C. Kim  Illustration : M. Tanco

Laura spends a day with her aunt but soon ends
up losing her. Read about the beautiful scenery of
Barcelona as well as learn of the different
types of payment, and listen in on
the adorable conversations
between an aunt and her niece.

Economy Stories 
That Bring Happiness┃ ┃
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27. My Name Is Collette
(Ethiopia / Hunger)
Text : M. K. Kang  Illustration : K. Dupre

Collette is in need of a helping hand after
Ethiopia’s long war and severe drought in
which she loses her family. In a world of
plenty, this story gets the readers to think
about turning an eye toward the dark
plight of some in the world and to consid-
er what could be done to help them.

28. Florica’s Winter
(Romania / Economic system)
Text : C. Kim  Illustration : A. & E. Balbusso

Florica lives under a socialist economic
system in Romania. Florica gives up her
food ration for her neighbor, Maria’s kids.
As a token of gratitude, Maria risks dan-
ger and helps Florica’s family. This story
gves us a glimpse of a socialist economic
system based lifestyle. Reminding us of
the more precious things in life, being
love and toust for fellow humans.

29. To My Worry Dolls
(Guatemala / Inequality)
Text : E. S. Han  Illustration : D. Tessmann

This is a story about a young Indio girl
who suddenly loses her father in an acci-
dent. In her father’s absence, the rest of
the poor family split up in order to find
work to survive. The little girl pours out
her heart to her only friends, the worry
dolls. At last, on the day, the family
remembers their deceased father by flying
a kite high into the sky, the girl’s worries
melt away and like a miracle, the whole
family is united once again.

30. Lah’s Dream
(Cambodia / War)
Text : J. A. Seo  Illustration : D. Lupton

An uninvited and unwelcome guest, war,
crashes into the normal life of a boy
named Lah. Bombs fall on the village,
food is quickly exhausted, and boys are
being conscripted into the military. Lah is
given a uniform that doesn’t fit and hand-
ed a gun. Finally Lah is dragged out into
the war zone but is wounded. On the
brink of life and death, he dreams of a
peaceful world.

┃Stories about Different 
Economic Problems ┃
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31. Snow Train
(Russia / Unemployment)
Text : R. J. Kim  Illustration : A. Blau

This is about a boy who boards a
transcontinental train all by himself in
order to find his father who has gone in
search of work. On the train the boy
meets many different people and hears
their stories. Listening to various econom-
ic problems that shift from despair to
hope the boy begins to think about his
own situation and thus he starts to mature
inside. Finally, the long journey comes to
an end and the boy gets off the train. Will
he be able to meet his father?

32. The Day Daddy Left
(USA / Great Depression)
Text : S. R. Chun  Illustration : D. Minter

Polly’s daddy loses his job during the
Great Depression and leaves to work at a
dam building site far away. The day
daddy leaves, Polly is feeling desolate but
then he meets a new friend. With his
friend they begin to gather coal that has
fallen off trains and decides to give that as
a gift to his father. Even though Polly’s
daddy left, Polly makes a friend. Through
Polly’s story readers learn about why the
Great Depression occurred and about
events during that time.

33. The Child Who Dreamed
(Mexico / Human neglect)
Text : S. M. Han  Illustration : A. Fronty

There is a large gray wall in an area where many factory work-
ers live. Inside those walls are people who work very hard yet
are always poor. Mariano wants to give a small ray of hope to
those who have given up their dreams so he begins to draw a
mural. This story looks at the reality, that industrialization and
the mechanical world that the humans have made can no longer
contribute to the happiness and satisfaction of human lives. 

┃Stories about Different 
Economic Problems ┃
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34. Two Violins
(Germany / Unification)
Text : R. J. Kim  Illustration : C. Grauert

This is a story about Jan from former
East Germany and Maxim from for-
mer West Germany. Jan knows his
mother does not have enough money
to pay the rent so he starts a flea mar-
ket. Maxim helps him out. However,
business is not good and results in the
two boys fighting. Later on the boys
resolve their misunderstanding and
they come together as one to perform a
beautiful musical piece which reminds
the readers of the importance of unity.

35. Happy Sam
(Canada / Value of money)
Text : C. Kim  Illustration : B. Karas

Sam has a mental disability but he is
always smiling and happier than any-
body else. Sam gets s job at a ham-
burger place as a participant in a com-
munity rehabilitating program. Finally
Sam gets his salary. But Sam says he
doesn’t need money, while everyone
else says money is everything. Instead
Sam decides to share the fruits of his
hard work and mistakes, the hamburg-
ers he makes, with his loved ones. 

36. Benposta
(Spain / Alternative economics)
Text : H. E. Shin  Illustration : G. Potter

This is a true story about a small coun-
try called Benposta that is operated
only for kids. Everyone does what they
want and children receive money for
going to school. Readers learn about
their unique way of living as well as
their new values and economics and
consider why people have chosen this
alternative way of life and the results of
that choice.

37. The Second-hand 
Bookstore on the 
River Wye
(England / Cooperation)
Text : J. Y. Jang  Illustration : A. Ladecka

In an abandoned mine village on Hay-
on-Wye lives Edward. One day an
eccentric man named Richard comes
to the village and opens up a second-
hand bookstore. At first the villagers
shook their heads but Richard was
determined to start the Hay-on-Wye
second-hand bookstore project. 

┃Economic Stories about
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39. If I Become Mayor
(Brazil / Local autonomy)
Text : C. Kim  Illustration : R. Kheirieh

Is there a city where all the citizens can
live a decent life? Through the eyes of
a young girl, readers think about local
autonomy and problems with the right
to eat. Can a city be formed where no
one will go hungry?

38. The Old Woman in the Red Roof House
(Sweden / Social welfare)
Text : J. A. Seo  Illustration : S. Girel

Anika moved to a pretty village near the lake. But she does not like
the old woman who lives next door. Through time Anika discovers
that the old woman is a good person who would take off her shoes
and do anything for the village. Anika begins to help her. This story
teaches the readers about Sweden’s social welfare system that can be
seen through the warm everyday lives of the characters.

40. After the Typhoon Passes
(Philippines / Sharing 1)
Text : S. Y. Chung  Illustration : L. Orsolini

Chris lives in the garbage dump of
metro Manila. He collects plastic bot-
tles, aluminum cans etc. Sadly a
typhoon passes through and in one
day, Chris’ home and hopes are shat-
tered. Fortunately an organization vol-
unteers to build Chris a house, the
strong house he dreamt of. In addition,
it is a house built of love of hope.

┃Economic Stories about
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41. Rich Mr. Choi’s Story
(Korea / Sharing 2)
Text : R. J. Kim  Illustration : B. D. Choi

This is the story of the famous Choi
family who has a 500 year history in
Gyeongju. Although Mr. Choi was
rich as a grain farmer, he never showed
off his wealth, but rather always put
others before himself and never held
back in giving. Through his story we
are reminded of the true meaning of
sharing.

42. Love’s Blanket
(Korea / Sharing 3)
Text : H. E. Shin  Illustration : S. J. Park

This is a story about a non-profit
organization that makes quilts and
sends them to orphans all around the
world. The pieces of cloth collected do
not have any worth in themselves but
one by one as they are sewn together
they become a warm blanket that cov-
ers the cold bodies of children without
parents. Small acts of kindness can
turn into an unexpected miracle that
exceeds the imagination.

43. Mr. Smith, 

the Builder of Houses
(Canada / Development ethics)
Text : C. Kim  Illustration : A. Godeassi

Mr. Smith makes all his money by
developing real estate. In order to build
a high-rise building there is one house
that Mr. Smith must buy. But it is at
this house that Mr. Smith unexpectedly
re-lives a childhood memory. It is at
that moment Mr. Smith realizes how
important memories are to people. He
takes on a new outlook that ‘Preserva-
tion of life is more important than
destruction of life’.

44. Papa’s Red Chair
(France / Consumer ethics)
Text : R. J. Kim  Illustration : S. Kroug

A young child buys an old book from
a book seller on the Seine River. The
child learns to appreciate the book and
its sentimental value by looking at the
names of people and their markings of
those who previously owned the book
written inside. This story shows what
kind of attitude one should have in
unashamedly buying and using the
purchased items.
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45. Grandpa Taxi Driver 

Carries Happiness
(Korea / Work and job)
Text : H. E. Shin  Illustration : H. J. Kim

For this grandpa, working as a taxi
driver is not only a means to make
money. Meet this happy grandpa taxi
driver who not only changed his life
but changed the lives of others.
Readers will learn a new meaning to
the words ‘work’ and ‘job’.

46. The Un-Hurried Bread
(Japan / Production ethics)
Text : H. E. Shin  Illustration : M. Takabayashi

An elderly couple farmed organic
products for their granddaughter and
with the crop they make bread with it.
People grow to love the bread that is
made of ‘trust’. This story teaches
readers about production ethics in
which the consumer is taken into con-
sideration before the desire to make
profits.

47. A Very Special Chocolate
(Switzerland / Management ethics)
Text : R. J. Kim  Illustration : H. Nabers

This is a story of how a small choco-
late company got to be established in a
village in Switzerland. Everyone work-
ing at this idealistic company is like a
owner in spirit and each person con-
tributes to the growth of the company
but also in the development of society.

48. Over the Himalayas
(Tibet / Future education)
Text : K. H. Kim  Illustration : S. Gnosspelius

A boy from a devastated nation suffers
through hardships and crosses the
Himalayas in order to find a new life.
Even though the boy has lost his legs
and is in pain no one can break his
spirit. Readers learn about the value
and importance of education.
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51. Tomato
(Cuba / Land preservation)
Text : Y. R. Yoon  Illustration : C. Corr

Edita is upset because she did not get the leading ballerina role. Her
neighbors try to console her but to no avail. However, by chance Edita
dances then receives a tomato for her performance. Edita learns what is
more precious than getting the leading role. This story also looks into the
history of eco-friendly Havana.

49. Nine Minutes
(Greenland / Water conservation)
Text : H. E. Shin  Illustration : I. Klar

Greenland’s isolated waters, the sounds of
motorboats, the whirling of an excavator, the
vibration of a passenger ship have all stopped
for nine minutes. This story takes the reader
on a journey through the underwater world
with Amo, an Eskimo boy. It stimulates the
readers to think about how, in the name of,
economy and development the resulting
noise pollution adversely affects marine life.

50. The Day Cars Went to Sleep
(Belgium / Air preservation)
Text : H. E. Shin  Illustration : E.  Cotteleer

George and Francoise dream of a day when
there are no more cars. They could run
around the roads as they pleased, breathe in
clean air, and there would be no more loud
noises. For George and Francoise, there is
something special waiting for them and their
plans.
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52. The Kalundborg Gang
(Denmark / Alternative energy)
Text : J. H. Nam  Illustration : P. Horacek

The five members of the Kalunborg Gang
rescue oil covered ducks from the polluted
Fjord coast. They seek to find the cause of
the pollution then protest against it. Their
protest draws the attention of people and
finally a solution to stop the pollution is
announced. This fun fictional story relates the
events of Kalunborg’s environmental protec-
tion protests, told from the eyes of children.

54. The Really Old Forest
(Australia / Forest preservation)
Text : C. Kim  Illustration : E. Huet

The rain forests have protected and preserved
the earth for a longer period of time than the
humans. This is a story about a group of
courageous and dedicated people who have
looked after the rain forests of Australia. It
sounds a warning to readers about the ruth-
less destruction of rain forests which resulted
from disregard for the future through near-
sighted developments. 

55. The Green Festival
(Scotland / Recycling)
Text : J. H. Nnm  Illustration : A. Ladecka

How many cards are used during the
Christmas season around the world? How
many trees had to be cut down to make all
those cards? This story of recycling
Christmas cards introduces a new concept of
how making use of a purchased item to the
full can prevent the earth from turning into a
gigantic garbage dump. 

53. My Friend Black Tears
(Tanzania / Co-existing with animal)
Text : S. Y. Chung  Illustration : C. Stock

Kenzie and her family move to the Wildlife
Conservation in the Serengeti National Park.
One day Kenzie meets ‘Black Tears’ a baby
cheetah who lost its mother to poachers and
the two become friends. Later, Black Tears
returns to the wild but a few years later the
two friends’ paths cross again… Will Black
Tears remember Kenzie? This story tells
about the beautiful life we enjoy with the
other citizens of this planet, the animals.
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1. Tan Tan Korean Folk Tales (79 Books)

Famous Korean folk tales with beautiful pictures and
stories

2. Tan Tan Korean Culture (50 Books)

Informational picture books about the Korean culture
and traditions

3. Tan Tan Theme Gallery (30 Books)

Art books with masterpieces of painting for children 

4. Tan Tan Kids Classic (60 Books)

The ultimate in children’s literature, world famous
classic stories for children of school age 

5. Tan Tan Mathematics for Children (85 Books)

Basic math concepts in real life and amusing stories

6. Tan Tan Classic World (73 Books)

World classic stories for children of preschool age
with literary texts and artistic pictures

7. Tan Tan Picture Books for Chinese Phrases
(65 Books)

Picture books dealing with Chinese characters and
oriental philosophy 

8. Tan Tan The War of Three Kingdoms 
(101 Books)

Comic book about Chinese historical tales

9. Tan Tan Sam Guk Sa Gi (67 Books)

Stories about Korean ancient stories

10 Tan Tan Children’s Museum (76 Books)

First books about world famous artists, paintings, and
appreciation

11. Tan Tan Science Book for Children 
(67 Books)

Science books for children encouraging curiosity and
creativity

12. Tan Tan Golbal Kids Economy Village 
(55 Books)

Amusing and authentic stories about economy,
moral, society and culture 

13. Tan Tan Baby Tomato (73 Books)

Play books for babies and toddlers stimulating explo-
ration and experience

14. Tan Tan Theme Stories (80 Books)

Famous picture books from all around the world 

15. Tan Tan Theraphy Stories (64 Books)

Picture books dealing with developmental tasks and
crisis of children

16. Tan Tan Let’s go World (104 Books)

Informational picture books about geography, history,
lifestyle, and culture of the world

17. Tan Tan Focus Biography (60 Books)

Picture books with touching and impressive stories
about great names worldwide

18. Tan Tan Bandit Kings of Ancient China 
(40 Books)

Comic books telling about famous traditional stories
of China

19. Tan Tan Magic Book (11 Books)

World of knowledge learning by playing with magic
cards

20. Tan Tan Pop-up Game Book (5 Books)

Exciting pop-up books with fun stories

21. Tan Tan Start Book (51 Books)

Picture books to help create children’s values through
various stories about daily life and experience 
(coming in 2009)

22. Tan Tan Rhythmical Stories (60 Books)

Picture books for toddlers to introduce basic lan-
guage skills and numbers by playing and reading
(coming in 2009)

23. Tan Tan Classical Music Concert (58 Books)

Picture books which children can read while listening
to the worlds famous classical music
(coming in 2009)

24. Tan Tan Nature Book (80 Books)

Science books with great pictures and interesting sto-
ries about our nature (coming in 2009)
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